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PART 2. CONVERSION TRACKING

HOW DO I TRACK CONVERSIONS?

Targetoo allows you to use several types of devices to measure post-click 
conversions, that is, any event that takes place after a click. In addition, you will 
need to follow a different approach depending on whether you want to measure 
conversions within a mobile site or within an application. Not all conversion tracking
devices can be used in all scenarios.

2.1 HOW DO I TRACK CONVERSIONS ON MOBILE WEB?

Tracking post-click events in mobile web is a lot more similar to what we do on PCs.
The following options are available:

1) TRACKING THROUGH A CONVERSION PIXEL (IMAGE OR DYNAMIC PIXEL) OR 
CONVERSION URL

Tracking at the client level via pixels inserted in the HTML, which are triggered once 
the user arrives at the page considered as a destination for the conversion (the 
recommended version for accuracy is the dynamic pixel, but you can also set up an 
image pixel), or via calls to intermediate URLs (what we call “conversion
commands”).

2) TRACKING THROUGH SERVER-TO-SERVER INTEGRATION

We can also set up a server to server integration, which makes sense if the campaign 
takes the user to the mobile site of the advertiser, and the conversions can take place 
after the session is over, for example.

2.2 HOW DO I TRACK CONVERSIONS WITHIN AN APPLICATION?

If you want to track when an application is opened for the first time, or any other 
event that takes place within the application, you have three options:

1) INSTALLING OUR SDK (FOR ANDROID AND IOS APPS)

You can install our SDK, available for Android and iOS applications only. This will 
maximize the amount of traffic your campaign can use in our network, as our SDK 
covers a wide range of native User IDs. If you want us to be able to promote your 
application advertising on mobile web, in addition to in-app traffic, you´ll need to 
make sure of two things:

a. In Android, enable the two lines within our SDK which we refer to as “Install 
Referrer”
b. In iPhone, enable the lines within our SDK which we refer to as “flash process”



2) TRACKING THROUGH CERTIFIED PARTNERS

You can track with any of our certified tracking & attribution partners. If you are 
using an attribution tool to measure within your app which is not listed in our 
documentation, please do let us know, as we´ll be happy to integrate with new 
tracking partners.

3) TRACKING THROUGH SERVER TO SERVER INTEGRATION

We can enable a server-to-server integration. If you choose this option you do not 
install any code in your application, but it is your server that informs us that the 
conversion has taken place. In this case, your server needs to either a) send us every 
conversion with user IDs for us to match which ones come from our network, or b) 
directly determine on your side which conversions are the ones coming from our 
network, and communicate to us whenever one of those conversions takes place.

2.3 HOW MANY CONVERSION TYPES CAN I TRACK?

Targetoo offers the possibility to associate up to five types of conversion events to 
any given campaign/ creative.

This can be useful to measure the progress towards a unique campaign goal. For any 
given campaign goal, up to four intermediate steps could be defined. For example, 
for a campaign whose goal is the sale of a product, the steps (or conversion types) 
could be 1) product viewing, 2) adding product to shopping cart, 3) checkout and 4) 
providing payment information.

There can also be campaigns in which we want to measure multiple events that do 
not have to be in any specific order, and that are not dependent on each other. For 
example, within a same landing page we could have a link to a video and a link to a 
map. Both events can be associated to the campaign, and Targetoo will track both 
using different “conversion types”, for example, indicating value 1 for the link to the 
video and value 2 for the link to the map.

In summary, “conversions” are triggered by a given event that takes place in the 
advertisers application. Targetoo establishes a maximum of five possible generic 
conversion types (1-5) for advertisers to track per campaign. It is the advertiser, 
together with Targetoo ,who determines what each conversion type means.
This is handled in the system with two parameters, both of which need to be 
introduced in the pixel URL, conversion command or the SDK through the following 
variables:

“ms_eventID=X”, where X is an alphanumeric string that is set in Targetoo when 
configuring a campaign and that can be associated to any given campaign or 
creative.
“ms_event_num=Y”, where Y is a number from 1 to 5. If this variable is not present or 
is higher than 5, the system will interpret a value 1.



For example, let´s imagine a campaign for a retailer - ShopXYZ - whose goal is a 
purchase and where we want to measure the funnel mentioned above: product 
viewing, adding product to shopping cart, check out, providing payment information 
and purchase. We could configure the campaign to include the following event ID in 
its multiple creatives: “shopxyz”. Then, the tracking instruments would reference the 
following in the URLs they trigger once events happen:
ms_eventID=shopxyz & ms_event_num=1: product viewing
ms_eventID=shopxyz & ms_event_num=2: adding product to shopping cart
ms_eventID=shopxyz & ms_event_num=3: check out
ms_eventID=shopxyz & ms_event_num=4: providing payment information
ms_eventID=shopxyz & ms_event_num=5: purchase

LIMITS IN MEASURING EVENTS

CONVERSION LIMIT PER USER
Targetoo can be configured to only store a specific conversion type one time per 
user, or to store it every time it happens. When the campaign is configured to 
count certain conversion events only once, if the same user completes that given 
conversion type several times for the same campaign, Targetoo will only count 
it once, even if the advertisers application calls the conversion pixel in several 
occasions.

TRACKING LIMIT IN TIME

Conversions will only be attributed to any given campaign/creative if the conversion 
happens within a certain time frame after the click (or impression, in case post-view 
attribution is set up for that campaign). Such timeframe is called the “attribution 
window”.

By default, when the matching to attribute a conversion is done using native IDs, 
attribution window is 30 days. When the matching is done using fingerprinting, the 
attribution window is only 48 hours max, and only 30 minutes in those cases in which 
the user interacted via a cellular connection.



2.4 WHAT IF I CAN’T USE ANY OF THESE TRACKING METHODS?
A well-known phenomenon in mobile, and especially in-app, advertising is that 
regular analytics programs like Google Analytics do not measure conversions from 
apps. It frequently occurs that specific software for tracking via apps, such as Ad-X, 
Hasoffers and Adjust, is not implemented by the advertiser.

How can we still figure out the profitability of a campaign if we can’t measure these 
conversions directly?

GOOGLE ANALYTICS AND IN-APP ADVERTISING

For the past two years it has been common knowledge that Google Analytics is 
unable to measure conversions that have originated from in-app advertising. There 
are two known reasons for this.

Reason 1: Google Analytics is incapable of receiving a referral from apps and even 
some mobile websites. Because of this, traffic from apps and some of these mobile 
websites are registered as ‘direct traffic’.
Reason 2: Many users that have seen a mobile advertisement, don’t necessarily click 
on the banner right away. Instead, they visit the advertiser directly via a browser or 
via (Google) search.
In the case of search, the users click on either organic results or search engine ads, 
resulting in the conversion being attributed to either one of these channels. Along 
with this, it often occurs that this process takes place on a ‘second screen’. A tablet, 
desktop PC or laptop for example. The user is engaged through the mobile device, 
but decides to visit the advertiser later on a larger screen.

WHAT IF THERE ARE NO TRACKING SOLUTIONS, HOW CAN YOU STILL SHOW THE 
MOBILE CAMPAIGN’S

EFFECTIVENESS?
If we switch our mobile campaign off for a few days and switch it back on, we 
can test the impact of the mobile campaign on the overall impressions, clicks and 
conversions volume. In some cases in the past, almost instantly after we switched 
off the campaign, we could see a major drop in traffic and conversions based on the 
advertiser’s analytics data’.



ANALYSIS OF SEO AND SEA

To demonstrate the success of in-app campaigns, Targetoo analysed organic 
and paid search for each of these campaigns. In the graphs below, the results of 
organic search and paid search are displayed along with the amount of impressions 
generated by Targetoo. 

1. ORGANIC

2.ADWORDS

3. IMPRESSIONS AND CLICKS TARGETOO

The campaign shown here was active from 27 May until 13 June. Targetoo paused 
the campaign between 3 and 8 June. From 9 June the campaign continues and a lot 
more impressions are being delivered. During the campaign we can see constant 
results of both SEO (1) and SEA (2).

However, when we temporarily pause the campaign, we can see a significant impact 
and decrease in conversions coming from organic and paid search. When the 
campaign continues on 9 June we can see a clear increase in conversions coming 
from organic and paid search. This indicates that the effect of an inapp/ mobile 
campaign most definitely has its impact on conversions and visitors to the advertiser. 

The impact of an in-app campaign is therefore not only to be judged by direct 
conversions and clicks on the banner, but also by looking at the impact it has on the 
overall performances of SEO and SEA.



2.5 TRACKING CONVERSIONS ON MOBILE WEB

You have a number of options available if you want to measure conversions on a 
mobile web page. You can find them described below by order of recommendation. 
The dynamic pixel is the recommended option as it is the most accurate, but if you 
don´t have the technical control required over your landing page to
implement it, you can use a standard pixel.

DEFAULT TRACKING PIXEL (IMAGE)

Tracking in Mobile Web can be done showing an invisible image in the user’s browser. 
This code relies on the Targetoo user cookie to be set on the browser, or performing 
device fingerprinting attribution, and as such is prone to false negatives. When in 
doubt, use the dynamic approach discussed above. The following code snippet 
notifies a conversion to Targetoo using this method:

TRACKING PIXEL

<noscript>
<img src=”h t t p : / / a d s . m e d i a s m a r t . e s / m / o p e n ?
id=EVENTID&ms_event_num=EVENTNUM” width=”1” height=”1”/>
</noscript>
<script type=”text/javascript”>
/*<![CDATA[ */
(function () { try {
var url = ‘http://ads.mediasmart.es/m/open?id=EVENTID&ms_event_num=EVENTNUM’;
if (window.location.protocol == ‘https:’) {
url = url.replace(/^http:/, ‘https:’);
}
var img = document.createElement(‘img’);
img.style.display = ‘none’;
img.src = url + ‘&burst=’ + (new Date().getTime());
var body = document.getElementsByTagName(‘body’)[0] || document.body;
if (body) {
body.appendChild(img);
} else {
console.log(‘No body found’);
}
} catch(err) {}}())
/*]]>*/
</script>

The code is exactly the same than the previous example without the udid parameter. 
EVENTID is the event identifier (to be provided by Targetoo) and EVENTNUM 
(optional) is a single digit that identifies the event number (1-5). Note that the same 
URL is written twice, so it is important to modify both according with your
campaign.



WHY IS THIS PIXEL SO LONG?

Our code is JavaScript and not a plain image for a number of reasons:
- This pixel is compatible with both HTTP and HTTPS environments
- It creates unique conversion calls that are not filtered by proxies or caching systems. 

Before we started using this we found out that some times the landing page (and the 
pixel) were being cached and we received the same pixel multiple times for different 
users, in which case our filter that prevents us from counting duplicate conversions 
would ignore the repeated conversions, even if they were legitimate in reality. We use
the Java Script to solve this problem.

DYNAMIC PIXEL (RECOMMENDED)

Whenever possible, you should collect a dynamic parameter added to the advertisers 
landing, and which by convention is usually called msclickid. This requires some 
technical insight and control over the page. When passing along the click parameter 
is not possible, a default tracking pixel is provided on the next section.

The following code snipped illustrates it. EVENTID is the event identifier (to be 
provided by Targetoo) and EVENTNUM (optional) is a single digit that identifies the 
event number (1-5). MSCLICKID is the dynamic value, and not the text MSCLICKID, 
received as a parameter in the landing URL. This dynamic parameter is named 
msclickid by default, but it can be changed in the click URL (ask Targetoo for more 
information). For instance, the landing page (click url) could be as follows:

Landing page click url

h t t p : / / y o u r . l a n d i n g . p a g e . c o m / a n y / p a t h ?
anyparams=XXX&msclickid=MSCLICKID&anyotherparams=YYY

Where MSCLICKID is the dynamic information you need to include in the conversion 
pixel.

Note that the same URL is written twice, so it is important to modify both according 
with your campaign.



TRACKING PIXEL

<noscript>
<img src=”h t t p : / / a d s . m e d i a s m a r t . e s / m / o p e n ?
id=EVENTID&ms_event_num=EVENTNUM&udid=MSCLICKID” width=”1” height=”1”/>
</noscript>
<script type=”text/javascript”>
/*<![CDATA[ */
(function () { try {
var url = ‘h t t p : / / a d s . m e d i a s m a r t . e s / m / o p e n ?
id=EVENTID&ms_event_num=EVENTNUM&udid=MSCLICKID’;
if (window.location.protocol == ‘https:’) {
url = url.replace(/^http:/, ‘https:’);
}
var img = document.createElement(‘img’);
img.style.display = ‘none’;
img.src = url + ‘&burst=’ + (new Date().getTime());
var body = document.getElementsByTagName(‘body’)[0] || document.body;
if (body) {
body.appendChild(img);
} else {
console.log(‘No body found’);
}
} catch(err) {}}())
/*]]>*/
</script>

WHY IS THIS PIXEL SO LONG?

Our code is JavaScript and not a plain image for a number of reasons:

- This pixel is compatible with both HTTP and HTTPS environments
- It creates unique conversion calls that are not filtered by proxies or caching systems. 

Before we started using this we found out that some times the landing page (and the 
pixel) were being cached and we received the same pixel multiple times for different 
users, in which case our filter that prevents us from counting duplicate conversions 
would ignore the repeated conversions, even if they were legitimate in reality. We use
the Java Script to solve this problem.

CONVERSION COMMAND

You can inform Targetoo of a conversion by directly calling the following URL at the 
moment the conversion takes place:



Conversion call

http://ads.mediasmart.es/m/open?id=EVENTID&ms_event_
num=EVENTNUM&r=REDIRECT

where

EVENTID is the event identifier that will be provided by mediasmart

EVENTNUM is a number from 1 to 5

REDIRECT is the URL of the destination page after the conversion.

With respect to the REDIRECT, if it is a complex URL (that is, if it contains #,%,?,&,=, or 
spaces) it needs to be encoded using the URL Encoding format.
In order to do the “URL Encoding” you can use a web like the following: http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Query_string#URL_encoding

For example:

1) If the conversion is a call to a call center, the “Call Now” button should call a URL 
like the following:

http://ads.mediasmart.es/m/open?id=event_id&ms_event_num=X&r=tel:902000000
where 902000000 is the phone number of the call center.

2) If the conversion should be triggered by the user landing on a certain page, for 
example, a thank you page after having filled out a form, the button that takes the 
user to that page (“Send”, “Continue”...) should call a URL like the following:

h t t p : / / a d s .med i a smart . e s /m/o p e n ? i d = e v e n t _ id&ms_ e v e n t _ n 
um=X&r = h t t p :%2F %2Fwww.yoururlgoeshere.com%2Ffcgi-bin%2Fthankyoupage
where “http:%2F%2Fwww.yoururlgoeshere.com%2Ffcgi-bin%2Fthankyoupage” is the 
URL of the destination page after the conversion.

WHICH ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF USING DYNAMIC PIXELS?

When you want to measure conversions on mobile landing pages, you may be used 
to using a simple image pixel, which can be simply two lines long. Using a simple 
image pixel presents a number of disadvantages, though. Let´s elaborate.

The match between the click and the conversion required to generate an attribution 
can be done either using cookies or using fingerprinting techniques:

a) If cookies are used, then tracking is only going to work properly when the ad 
is launched in mobile web. When your ad is launched within application, most 
applications will open the landing page within a “webview” within the application 
instead of the browser, and the cookie will not be accessible.



b) When cookies are not available, then fingerprinting is used. Now, on mobile, it is 
important to be very careful with fingerprinting when the user is accessing the web 
via a cellular connection. Why? The IP is one of the variables most commonly used to 
decide on a match, but when a user is on 3G or 4G, its IP address can change every 
30 minutes, and the same IP address can be used by many users at the same time.
Therefore, a good tracking system will limit fingerprinting quite a bit for cellular 
connections. In the case of Targetoo, we limit the attribution window in this case to 30 
mins, and we also count only one conversion coming from a given IP address. So, if 
you use a regular image pixel, our ability to count attributions will be limited. We may 
measure fewer conversions than the ones really happening, but otherwise we run the 
risk of attributing to ourselves a lot of conversions that are not really ours.

In any case, even if we launched a campaign only on web and only on WiFi to 
maximize the chances of measuring conversions correctly, it could still happen that a 
user sees the ad on WiFi but then (s)he completes the subscription later on, either on 
another WiFi or on 3G. If his device does not store cookies, then his/her conversion 
will not be tracked.

It is to get around all these limitations that we propose the inclusion of the dynamic 
parameters within the pixel, as this allows us to identify the user univocally, 
independently of where (s)he has seen the ad, and how (s)he is connecting at the 
time of the click and the conversion.

TRACKING CONVERSIONS VIA SERVER TO SERVER CALLS

This tracking instrument consists on notifying our tracking URL with the user ID which 
is received in the landing. Targetoo counts the event as a conversion if the user has 
had activity within our campaign.

First, the click URL must be configured to pass user ID (msuserid) and event ID 
(mseventid) to the landing’s advertiser like:

http://sample_address?msuserid=%click%&mseventid=%eventid%

Where sample_address is the address of the landing.
The user ID can be an alphanumeric string between 20 and 45 characters that 
identifies the qualified user, and it is received from Targetoo on the click as a 
parameter whose name can be decided by the advertiser (in the sample above, 
msuserid).

Once the conversion takes place, the advertiser needs to call our API:

h t t p : //ads.mediasmart.es/m/open?id={ms_event_id}&udid={ms_user_id}
&ms_event_num={NNN}

Where,

{ms_event_id} is the value for the tracking identifier received on the click and 
identifies which campaign is responsible for the click,
{ms_user_id} is the click transaction id that has been provided on the click as well,



{NNN} is an integer from 1-5 that identifies the conversion type and that is chosen 
with Targetoo to measure the conversion progress. In cases in which the conversion 
to be measured is the first time an app is opened, the parameter ms_event_num is 
always 1

NOTE: If you are interested in connecting directly to your call center using S2S 
integration, see this page.

Parameter naming convention

By convention, the input parameters will be called on your landing url ms_click_id 
and ms_event_id. This can be changed if desired.
Our adserver has macros designed to fill in those values on the click url or rich media 
markup. These macros are %click% and %eventid%
An example of input click url would be

Naming convention and macros

http://yourtrackingserver.com/something/?ms_event_id=%eventid%&ms_user_
id=%click%

Informing Targetoo of the client IP and user agent

Our technology can leverage the knowledge of the IP and User Agent to perform 
lookalikes and allow you to expand your campaign to similar profiles.
To do so, our callback expects two optional parameters, ms_ip and ms_ua which 
would communicate back to us the device IP and user agent when calling our 
conversion API

Informing Targetoo of device identifiers

Likewise, if you are aware of the device IDFA (in the case of iOS) or GAID (in the case 
of Android), you can communicate us that value inside the udid parameter on the 
conversion call url, separating the click transaction id and the secondary identifier by 
a comma.

Example of secondary identifiers

h t t p : / / a d s . m e d i a s m a r t . e s / m / o p e n ?
id=test&udid=primary123456,secondaryabcde&ms_event_num=1



Sending non attributable conversions
When optimizing, we can make use of users whose conversions do not belong to our 
campaigns to search for lookalikes and avoid purchasing converted users.
If you are sending all the conversions, and not just the attributable, please use 
our conversion API optional parameter is_attributed with value 0 to indicate the 
conversion should not be counted on our results.
Non attributable call sample

h t t p : / / a d s . m e d i a s m a r t . e s / m / o p e n ?
id=test&udid=primary123456&ms_event_num=1&is_attributed=0

TRACKING CLICK-TO-CALL (C2C) LINKS

For landings with a button to call a number, mediasmart offers a predefined URL that 
notifies a conversion to our servers and starts the user’s phone dialer with a number 
written. That URL is as follows:

URL to initiate a call

h t t p : / / a d s . m e d i a s m a r t . e s / l a n d i n g / p h o n e c a l l ?
number=PHONE_NUMBER&eventid=EVENTID&ms_event_num=EVENT_NUMBER
Where PHONE_NUMBER is the number you want the user to call to, EVENTID is the 
identifier of your campaign (given by mediasmart) andEVENT_NUMBER is the number 
associated with your call conversion (given by mediasmart).

So a simple link that uses this could be as follows:

Link to initiate a call

< a h r e f = “ h t t p : / / a d s . m e d i a s m a r t . e s / l a n d i n g / p h o n e c a l l ?
number=PHONE_NUMBER&eventid=EVENTID&ms_event_num=EVENT_NUMBER”>
Call us now
</a>

It is important to use this URL in order to make sure the phone dialer is properly 
triggered in all sources of traffic.

Please also note that you have to check “Audio Ad. User initiated” under “Creative 
Attributes” in “Creatives” section while configuring a campaign:

If in addition to the click to call button, if you want to measure the activity in the 
actual call center, please see instruction for Server to Server integration tracking.



2.6 TRACKING IN-APP CONVERSIONS THROUGH CERTIFIED PARTNERS

You can track in app conversions with any of our certified tracking & attribution 
partners

Configuring In-App Events Tracked with Third Party Tools
	 •	Integrating	with	Ad-X
	 •	Integrating	with	Appsflyer´s	Native	Track	solution
	 •	Integrating	with	mo2o
	 •	Integrating	with	Mobile	App	Tracking	(HasOffers)
	 •	Integration	with	AdEven	
	 •	Integration	with	eMMa
	 •	Integration	with	Kochava
	 •	Measuring	conversions	with	HasOffers	(without	MAT)

INTEGRATING WITH AD-X

CLICK COMMAND

In order to be able to measure with Ad-X, the advertiser needs to provide us with a 
“click command”, which mediasmart´s adserver will use as the destination URL in the 
campaign. This click command will have the following format for Ad-X

https://ad-x.co.uk/API/click/[clientid]/[advertid]/NET/{CLICK_ID}/{NET_NAME}

Let´s say, for example, that client_id=MS and advert_id=ad1, then the click command 
for iPhone including mediasmart´s macros would be:

https://ad-x.co.uk/API/click/XX/YY/NET/%click%/Mediasmart?%xadx%

If, in addition, the advertiser wishes to receive a unique identifier for each publisher, 
the click command could use an additional macro (subid={publisherID}) to be:

https://ad-x.co.uk/API/click/XX/YY/NET/%click%/Mediasmart?subid=%pub%&%xadx%

POST BACK

The URL that Ad-X needs to call to communicate to mediasmart that a conversion has 
taken place is the following:

http://ads.mediasmart.es/m/open?id=Event_ID&ms_event_num=Event_
NUM&udid={CLICKID},{IDFA},{IDFA}
&ms_ip={IPADDRESS}&ms_ua={USERAGENT}

where Event_ID is an alphanumeric string to be provided by Targetoo, and Event_
NUM is an integer between 1 and 5. The value 1 must always identify the application 
being opened for the first time (install), and the values from 2 to 5 can identify other 
events that are triggered within the app.



The URL will, then, change, depending on the type of event that needs to be 
communicated. Alternatively, the advertiser can configure the macro Goal ID in Ad-X. 
In this case, Targetoo needs to know the possible values of this macro for each of the 
events that need to be measured before the campaign is launched. For example:

Install = Event 1
Search = Event 2
Registration = Event 3
Booking = Event 4
Purchase = Event 5

HOW TO CLEAN A DEVICE HISTORY IN AD-X?

Ad-X registers the smartphones that make conversions, so they only count the first 
time that the conversion happens. If you want to make a test conversion using a 
smartphone that is already registered, you have to clean your device history first. For 
that you have to use the AD-X opt out app – select the button listed as ‘please delete 
my existing records’

iOS and Android opt out apps below:

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.adxtracking.optout&hl=en_GB
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/ad-x-tracking-opt-out/id651367370?mt=8

IMPORTANT NOTE

As you are configuring your tracking instruments you may see a request like the 
following, asking for an “advertiserID”. Please note that this is a typo in Ad-X 
documentation, and it should read “eventID”. Please enter here the eventID that has 
been provided by your mediasmart account manager.



The URL will, then, change, depending on the type of event that needs to be 
communicated. Alternatively, the advertiser can configure the macro Goal ID in Ad-X. 
In this case, Targetoo needs to know the possible values of this macro for each of the 
events that need to be measured before the campaign is launched. For example:

Install = Event 1
Search = Event 2
Registration = Event 3
Booking = Event 4
Purchase = Event 5

HOW TO CLEAN A DEVICE HISTORY IN AD-X?

Ad-X registers the smartphones that make conversions, so they only count the first 
time that the conversion happens. If you want to make a test conversion using a 
smartphone that is already registered, you have to clean your device history first. For 
that you have to use the AD-X opt out app – select the button listed as ‘please delete 
my existing records’

iOS and Android opt out apps below:

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.adxtracking.optout&hl=en_GB
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/ad-x-tracking-opt-out/id651367370?mt=8

IMPORTANT NOTE

As you are configuring your tracking instruments you may see a request like the 
following, asking for an “advertiserID”. Please note that this is a typo in Ad-X 
documentation, and it should read “eventID”. Please enter here the eventID that has 
been provided by your mediasmart account manager.



INTEGRATING WITH MOBILE APP TRACKING (HASOFFERS)

You can follow instructions on how to integrate your app tracking with mediasmart 
directly in MobileAppTracking (MAT) site:

http://support.mobileapptracking.com/entries/21695979-Mediasmart-Integration

In any case, here we give you a quick summary of the steps required, as well as the 
best “settings” to maximize performance of your campaigns in our system.

CLICK COMMAND

In order to be able to measure with MAT, the advertiser needs to provide us with 
a “Tracking Link”, which Targetoo´s adserver will use as the destination URL in the 
campaign. This “Tracking Link” or “Click Command” will be automatically generated 
by MAT once you choose Targetoo as a publisher for your campaign, and it should 
have a format similar to the following:

h t t p s : / / 8 2 5 7 4 . a p i - 0 5 . c o m / s e r v e ? a c t i o n = c l i c k & % m a c ro _ 
h a s o f f e r s _ i n s t a l l %&publisher_id=82574&site_id=45384&offer_id=271992

POSTBACK

Before we explain how to configure the post-back, that is, the call that needs to be 
made to our server whenever a conversion takes place, let us clarify a couple of 
things:

MULTIPLE EVENTS MEASUREMENT

OUR CAMPAIGNS WILL PERFORM A LOT BETTER IF YOU SET UP POSTBACKS FOR 
AS MANY AS 5 EVENTS!

That way we can make sure we do not only optimize the cost per install, but your 
actual ROI.

SENDING ALL DATA INSTEAD OF ONLY ATTRIBUTED DATA
OUR CAMPAIGNS WILL PERFORM A LOT BETTER IF YOU SEND US POSTBACKS FOR 
ALL EVENTS using the data option, not only events that are attributed to us. Of 
course, you will still see in our reports only events attributed to u: we will use the has 
offers is_attributed flag to avoid counting a conversion Hasoffers does not believe 
belongs to us, even if our matching algorithm would consider it does. However, us 
getting this information is very useful for two main reasons:

1) If you are looking to acquire new users with Targetoo, we´ll make sure we do not 
impact those that have already downloaded your application
2) Our algorithms can use the information from users that already have your 
application to find other similar users (look alikes), considerably improving the 
performance of your campaign especially during the learning period To activate it, 
just setup the postback to be called for all events as described bellow, and make sure 
you are not using the generic postback (below).



You can see directly Has Offers´s instructions here:
http://support.mobileapptracking.com/entries/22608457-Send-All-Installs-to-Partner-
in-Postback-URL

RECOMMENDED POSTBACK

The following postback works both with attributed and non-attributed events, and 
should be used preferably over the generic post-back described later.

http://ads.mediasmart.es/m/open?id=EVENTID&ms_event_num=NNN&is_
attributed={is_attributed}
&udid={publisher_ref_id},{android_id},{google_aid},{ios_ifa}&ms_ip={device_ip}&ms_
ua={user_agent}

Where EVENTID is the eventid setup on the mediasmart campaign and/or creatives, 
and NNN is an integer between 1 and 5 which maps your conversion events. The 
value 1 is always the app being opened for the first time (install), the values 2-5 can 
identify other events triggered post-install you want to track.

Please tell your Targetoo account manager the mapping between 2, 3, 4 & 5 and 
each corresponding postinstall event.

ALTERNATIVE GENERIC POSTBACK
If, in spite of our recommendation, you are sending only attributed events, you 
can configure a simpler postback that receives both our parameter ids and udid 
automatically from the click url, such as this:
http://ads.mediasmart.es/m/open?id={publisher_sub1}&udid={publisher_ref_id}&ms_
event_num=NNN

Where event_num NNN is an integer between 1 and 5, depending on the event you 
are communicating asexplained above.



RE-ENGAGEMENT

Please note that, in order to support retargeting campaigns, you will need to set up 
the in-app events so that they have “re-engagement” enabled in the HasOffers tool.
More information on how to do this is provided here:

http://support.mobileapptracking.com/entries/35322824-Measuring-Re-Engagement-
Events-

In order to redirect users that already have the app to the app itself instead of the 
app store, we will also need you to provide us with the corresponding “Invoke URL”, 
which we will use in that case instead of the usual click command. More info on this 
topic here:

http://support.mobileapptracking.com/entries/22503939-Creating-and-Using-Invoke-

URLs

POST-VIEW ATTRIBUTION

Please note that we can support post view attribution, but you will need to set up the 
campaign appropriately and set up the attribution window for impressions, if different 
from the default one (24 h when matching with native IDs).

INTEGRATION WITH KOCHAVA

For more information on how to configure campaign tracking for mediasmart, you 
can check the sections on Campaign Creation and Managing Postbacks in Kochava´s 
website:
http://support.kochava.com/customer/portal/articles/1194919-postback-configuration
In any case, here we give you a quick summary of the steps required, as well as the 
best “settings” to maximize performance of your campaigns in our system.

CLICK COMMAND (TRACKING URLS)

In order to be able to track with Kochava, the advertiser needs to provide us with 
a “click command”, which mediasmart´s adserver will use as the destination URL in 
the campaign. Click commands at Kochava always have the following format and are 
referred to as Tracking URLs in the Kochava system:

https://control.kochava.com/v1/cpi/click?campaign_id=xxxxxxxxxxxx&network_
id=xxxx&%kochava%

Where the campaign_id and the network_id are generated by the Kochava interface 
for each interface.
%kochava% is Targetoo´s click command macro that fills in the following information:
device_id
device_id_type
device_id_is_hashed
site_id
click_id



IMPORTANT NOTE: It is a known effect that the Kochava system may deliver Tracking 
URLs including these artifacts. If that happens they should be removed and replaced 
with just %kochava% which generates the only valid codes. Not doing so will now 
allow the attribution process to work properly. An example of these “wrong URL” 
would be:
h t t p s : / / c o n t r o l . k o c h a v a . c o m / v 1 / c p i / c l i c k ?
campaign_id=campaignname1541528ae4547febb37097852b129c&network_
id=1028&click_id=%click
% & d e v i c e _ h a s h _ t y p e = s h a 1 & d e v i c e _ i d = % u d i d
%&device_id_is_hashed=true&device_id_type=android_id&site_id=none-provided

which should just be replaced with:

https://control.kochava.com/v1/cpi/click?campaign_
id=campaignname1541528ae4547febb37097852b129c&
%kochava%

POSTBACK

Postbacks are to be configured by Kochava´s system in order to inform mediasmart 
whenever a “measurable” event has taken place (http://support.kochava.com/
customer/portal/articles/1194919- postback-configuration). Postbacks for Targetoo will 
have the following format:
http://ads.mediasmart.es/m/open?id=%cpi_mediasmartandroid_app_
name%&udid=%click_id%&ms_ip= %ip_address%&ms_ua=%user_agent%&ms_event_
num=Y

WHERE:

%cpi_mediasmartandroid_app_name% is a Kochava macro that resolves to any text 
of the customer chooses and that needs to be equal to the creative´s EventID, which 
will be provided by your mediasmart account manager. Y takes the value 1 when the 
postback is related to an install. It can take values 2,3,4 or 5 for four different types of 
post-install events to be measured.

For example, imagine you want to inform Targetoo´s server of install, registration and 
purchase, the postback calls for each of these events would be the following:

Install: http://ads.mediasmart.es/m/open?id=%cpi_mediasmartandroid_app_
name%&udid=%click_id %&ms_ip=%ip_address%&ms_ua=%user_agent%&ms_event_
num=1

Registration: http://ads.mediasmart.es/m/open?id=%cpi_mediasmartandroid_app_
name%&udid=%click_id %&ms_ip=%ip_address%&ms_ua=%user_agent%&ms_event_
num=2

Purchase: http://ads.mediasmart.es/m/open?id=%cpi_mediasmartandroid_app_
name%&udid=%click_id
%&ms_ip=%ip_address%&ms_ua=%user_agent%&ms_event_num=3



OUR CAMPAIGNS WILL PERFORM A LOT BETTER IF YOU SET UP POSTBACKS FOR 
AS MANY AS 5 EVENTS!

That way we can make sure we do not only optimize the cost per install, but your 
actual ROI.

PUBLISHER CONFIGURATION

How you want to configure tracking with mediasmart will depend a lot on what 
you are doing with the rest of your partners, but here we give you a couple of 
recommendations that can help our campaigns perform better:

CAN CLAIM

Checking this box sends all installs to the mediasmart with a unique identifier 
that signifies whether or not each matched install originated from Targetoo. OUR 
CAMPAIGNS WILL PERFORM A LOT BETTER IF YOU SEND US POSTBACKS FOR ALL 
EVENTS using this option, not only events that are attributed to us. Of course, you 
will still pay us for the events attributed to us as per Kochava, and you will see in 
our reports events attributed to us as well, as we have our own attribution system. 
However, us getting this information is very useful for two main reasons:

1) If you are looking to acquire new users with Targetoo, we´ll make sure we do not 
impact those that have already downloaded your application
2) Our algorithms can use the information from users that already have your 
application to find other similar users (look alikes), considerably improving the 
performance of your campaign especially during the learning period

RECONCILIATION LOOKBACK WINDOWS

Both the Fingerprint Lookback and Device Based Lookback windows are configurable 
for any lookback time period from 1 to 30 days. We recommend that you set the 
maximum allowed, but only request to get similar treatment as the rest of the 
publishers you work with.

INTEGRATION WITH ADJUST (ADEVEN)

In order to track your Targetoo campaign with Adjust you just need to provide us 
with a click command or tracking link, that is, the redirect to the iTunes or Play store 
we will use as the clickURL. The postback call to communicate an install will be 
automatically created by the Adjust system, and some additional configuration is 
required for post-install events.



MEASURING ONLY INSTALLS

In order to be able to measure with AdJust, the advertiser needs to provide us with 
a tracking link, which Targetoo´s adserver will use as the destination URL in the 
campaign. This “Tracking Link” or “Click Command” will be automatically generated 
by AdJust once you choose Targetoo as a publisher for your campaign, and it should 
have a format similar to the following:

http://app.adjust.io/trackerid?%macro_adjust%

Where trackerid will be automatically generated.
No further changes are necessary to just measure the install, as postback definition 
for installs is automatic.

MEASURING POST INSTALL EVENTS

Targetoo can measure up to four post install events, and our campaigns will perform 
best if you set up post back calls for all of them.That way we can make sure we do 
not only optimize the cost per install, but your actual ROI. In Targetoo´s system, the 
install will also be identified by 1, and we can use integers 2-5 to identify post-install 
events as you wish.

To measure a post install event with Adjust, an additional hook needs to be added to 
the clickURL. The hook will indicate which post back to call when a particular event 
takes place, and it is a URI encoded parameter named event_callback_XXX where 
XXX is the token assigned in adjust.io you have been given for the event. This name 
is something that will depend on the campaign and it is a sequence of six letters and
digits, like a4zhuq. Let´s say you have been given, for a registration name, the token 
“a4zhuq” for what in Targetoo we call event number 2. The final URL would look 
something like the following:

http://app.adjust . io/ trackerid?%macro_adjust%&event_callback_
a4zhuq=http%3A%2F
%2Fads.mediasmart.
es%2Fm%2Fopen%3Fid%3D%eventid%%26udid%3D%udid%%26ms_event_num%3D2
eventid needs to match the value defined on the mediasmart creative.

INTEGRATING WITH APPSFLYER´S NATIVE TRACK SOLUTION

Here we give you a quick summary of the steps required to have mediasmart track 
app activity with AppsFlyer so that we can optimize our campaigns



CLICK COMMAND

In order to be able to measure with AppsFlyer, the advertiser needs to provide us 
with a “ClickURL” (iTunesor Google Play Redirect Tracking Link), which Targetoo´s 
adserver will use as the destination URL in the campaign. This “ClickURL” or “Click 
Command” will be automatically generated by Appsflyer´s Native Track once you 
choose mediasmart as a publisher for your campaign, and it should have a format 
similar to the following:

http://app.appsflyer.com/{app_id}?pid={adnetwork_int}&c={campaign}&%macro_
appsflyer%

POST BACK

The URL that AppsFlyer Native Track needs to call to communicate to mediasmart 
that an install has taken place is the following:

http://ads.mediasmart.es/m/open?id=EVENTID&udid={clickid}&ms_event_num=1

Where:

EVENTID is a string that needs to be provided by your mediasmart account manager 
for each campaign {clickid} automatically takes value received on the clickevent_
num takes an integer value between 1 and 5, depending on the event you are 
communicating. The value 1 must always identify the install, and the values from 2 to 
5 can identify other events that are triggered post-install. The URL will, then, change, 
depending on the type of event that needs to be communicated. For example, if
you want to measure a registration that happens after the install, you could trigger 
the following post-back call:

http://ads.mediasmart.es/m/open?id=EVENTID&udid={clickid}&ms_event_num=2

You will need to let your account manager know the mapping between 2, 3, 4 & 5 and 
each corresponding post-install event.

INTEGRATION WITH EMMA

In order to measure installs of apps being tracked with eMMa solutions, you will 
need to use a click command (destination URL) that includes a specific. This macro 
is %macro_elogia_install%, and it is available only for installs. Measuring other post 
install events is not possible with eMMa at this point in time.



This macro needs to be appended to the eMMA url of your app after the url 
parameters. It must be separated with a delimiter (always & if there are already other 
parameters present). For instance, if the URL is:

http://eat.emmasolutions.net?entw=901

The destination URL (click command) to be used should be:
http://eat.emmasolutions.net?entw=901&%macro_elogia_install%
This macro includes eMMa´s parameters for IDFA and Android ID, if present on the 
request.

MEASURING CONVERSIONS WITH HASOFFERS (WITHOUT MAT)

This page describes how to integrate with using HasOffers. This 
information is about SDK-less HasOffers. If SDK is available via MAT 
(MobileAppTracking),mobileapptracking click urls are preferred.

The integration method described in this page follows this HasOffer guidelines:

h t t p : / / w w w . h a s o f f e r s . c o m / w i k i /
Support_Questions:How_can_an_affiliate_pass_transaction_ID_with_a_postback_

URL

CLICK URL GENERATION

The integration method employs the aff_sub placeholder if the generated click url is

http://***/aff_c?offer_id=***&aff_id=***&aff_sub=XXX&source=***

will replace the aff_sub value (XXX) with a transaction ID, using the %click% macro, so 
click url will look like this in the campaign:

http://***/aff_c?offer_id=***&aff_id=***&aff_sub=%click%&source=***

POSTBACK CONFIGURATION

The postback call to be configured in HasOffers is always a URL with the following 
format:

http://ads.mediasmart.es/m/open?id=YYY&udid={aff_sub}&ms_event_num=1

Where YYY is a hardcoded campaign identifier called “mediaSmart sventid”, which 
changes for each campaign and will be communicated to you by mediasmart when 
setting up each campaign. It is usually a word, such as “campaign1” or “cocacola”. 
Please do not setup the postback prior to learning your assigned EventID. And {aff_
sub} indicates HasOffers that the transaction id sent on the click should be placed at 
that step.



MOBILE TRACKING

When working with mobile app campaigns, the process described here is very much 
preferred, as it will be a lot more accurate: Integrating with Mobile App Tracking 
(HasOffers)

When using Mobile App Tracking, Targetoo will populate and send device identifiers if 
you are using mobile postbacks as described here:

http://support.hasoffers.com/hc/en-us/articles/203338487-Postback-tracking

Targetoo will identify and send the hashed AndroidID and Google Advertising ID, and 
the Apple IDFA in the clear, added to the click url, as described in the link above.
In order to benefit from this feature, you need to have the MAT SDK installed on your 
application, and to enable it on HasOffers, as it is disabled by default.

FROM HASOFFER´S SITE:

The first step is to enable the mobile tracking parameters in your system to head on 
over to Company > Customize Application > Tracking Settings. In there you want to 
scroll down to the setting “Show Mobile Tracking Parameters” and set it to enabled. 
All this will do is turn on the mobile tracking parameters for your reporting, if it is 
enabled the values can still be passed and stored in your network data, even if 
it is not visible. It might be worth mentioning that HasOffers does not gather this 
information automatically, it has to be setup in the postback and macros should be 
added on the MobileAppTracking side so that these values can show in HasOffers. 
The MobileAppTracking SDK will get all these values and pass them on when the
event/install takes place. Note: Only Enterprise clients have mobile tracking 
parameters available for their network



INTEGRATING WITH MO2O

Here we give you a quick summary of the steps required to have track app activity 
with mo2o so that we can optimize our campaigns

CLICK COMMAND

In order to be able to measure with mo2o, the advertiser needs to provide us with a 
“ClickURL” (iTunes or Google Play Redirect Tracking Link), which ´s adserver will use 
as the destination URL in the campaign.

The ClickURL will look like:

http://c.mo2o.com/?id=XXXX&%install_mo2o%
XXXX is a paratemer given by mo2o.

POST BACK

The URL that mo2o needs to call to communicate to that an install has taken place is 
the following:

http://ads.mediasmart.es/m/open?id=EVENTID&udid={clickid}&ms_event_num=1

WHERE:

EVENTID is a string that needs to be provided by your account manager for each 
campaign {clickid} automatically takes value received on the click
event_num takes an integer value between 1 and 5, depending on the event you are 
communicating. The value 1 must always identify the install, and the values from 2 to 
5 can identify other events that are triggered post-install.

The URL will, then, change, depending on the type of event that needs to be 
communicated. For example, if you want to measure a registration that happens after 
the install, you could trigger the following post-back call:

http://ads.mediasmart.es/m/open?id=EVENTID&udid={clickid}&ms_event_num=2

You will need to let your mediasmart account manager know the mapping between 2, 
3, 4 & 5 and each corresponding post-install event.


